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Paper 1: Position Paper: Agent AI Towards a Holistic Intelligence

Presenter: Jessie Chen (hc4vb)



Introduction
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Agent AI is an intelligent agent capable of autonomously executing 
appropriate and contextually relevant actions based on sensory input, whether 
in a physical, virtual, or mixed-reality environment.



Agent AI Fundamentals
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Agent AI Categorization
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Manipulation Action:
low-level fine action 

manipulation 

Intention Action:
high-level information 

transmission for a robot or 
human’s intent instruction 



Robotics
SayCan

• A significant weakness of language models is that they lack real-world experience. 
• SayCan extracts and leverages the knowledge within LLMs in physically-grounded tasks. 



Robotics

• Task-grounding

• The probability 
that a skill 
makes progress 
toward actually 
completing the 
instruction 

• World-grounding

• The probability of 
completing the skill 
successfully from 
the current state

Say CanSayCan



Gaming
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ArK: Augmented Reality with Knowledge Interactive Emergent Ability
• leverages knowledge-memory to generate scenes in the unseen physical world and virtual reality environments. 

 



Interactive Healthcare
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Diagnostic 
Agents

Medical chatbots offer a pathway to improve healthcare for millions of people, understanding 
various languages, cultures, and health conditions, with initial results showing promise using 
healthcare-knowledgeable LLMs trained on large-scale web data, but suffer from 
hallucinations.

Approach

Knowledge 
Retrieval
Agents

Pairing diagnostic agents with medical knowledge retrieval agents can reduce hallucinations 
and improve response quality and preciseness 

Telemedicine
and Remote 
Monitoring

Agent-based AI in Telemedicine and Remote Monitoring can enhance healthcare access, 
improve communication between healthcare providers and patients, and increase the 
efficiency of doctor-patient interactions.



Future Areas
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• Exploring new paradigms

• Developing methodologies for grounding different modalities 

• Generating intuitive human interface 

• Taming LLM/VLMs 

• Bridging the gap between simulation and realilty
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Paper 2: What Are Tools Anyway? A Survey from the Language 
Model Perspective

Presenter: Jeffrey Chen (fyy2ws)



Introduction
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• Language models often struggle to perform tasks that require complex 
skills

• Unable to solve tasks that require access to info not included in their 
training data

• Turn to LM's enhanced with tools
o Facilitate task-solving
o Extend abilities



What are tools?
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• Tools are often computer programs that are executable in corresponding 
environment

• Definition: LM-used tool is a function interface to a computer program
o Runs externally to the LM
o LM generates the function calls/input arguments to use tool 



Why are tools helpful?
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• Help task-solving in a variety of ways
• Perception

o Provide/collect information from environment
• Action

o Exert actions on environment and change its state
• Computation

o Use programs to tackle complex computational tasks
• Tools can fall into multiple categories



Tool Use Paradigm
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• Shifting between text-generation mode to tool-execution mode is key



Tool Use Paradigm (cont.)
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• How do LMs learn to use tools?
• Learning by training

o Trained on examples that use tools
o LMs trained to generate tool-using solutions

• Inference-time prompting
o In-context learning
o Provide task instructions
o Example pairs of queries and solutions that use tools



Scenarios for Tools
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When are tools not useful?
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• Tasks that are not easy to perform using non-ML methods
• Can be performed by a powerful LM alone
• Sentiment Analysis

o Tools leveraged are neural networks and have limited 
advantages over base LM



Tool Selection and Usage
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• Tools designated for task
o No tool selection

• Small number of tools
o Provide metadata and use cases of tools as input contexts along with user 

query
o LM directly selects

• Large toolbox
o Retriever model short lists most relevant tools



Tools in Programmatic Contexts
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• Code LMs can solve problems by generating programs
• Tools can be seen as compositions of basic functions



Tool Creation 
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• Use LMs to make tools for tasks that do not have readily available ones
• Examples

o Compose frequently-used-together actions as shortcut tools
o Design an automatic learning curriculum to make and use Java program tools



Evaluating Tool Use
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• Repurposed existing datasets that can additionally benefit from tools
o Tasks solvable by LMs with difficulty

• Newly crafted benchmarks that necessitate tool use
o Example generation given a selected set of tools

§ Human annotated
§ LMs used to create examples



Properties
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• Currently Measured Metrics:
o Task completion
o Tool selection
o Tool reusability

• Missing properties:
o Efficiency of tool integration
o Tool quality
o Reliability of unstable tools
o Reproducible testing
o Safe Usage



Tradeoffs in Tool Usage
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• Tasks that cover multiple domains experience highest increase
• Training time vs inference time cost a consideration



Paper 3: Emergent autonomous scientific research capabilities of large 
language models

Presenter: Soneya Binta Hossain (sh7hv)



Introduction
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- A novel Intelligent Agent System that combines multiple large language models for autonomous 
design, planning, and execution of scientific experiments

- Showcased agent's scientific research capability with three examples
-  Efficiently searching and navigating through extensive hardware documentation
- Precisely controlling liquid handling instruments at a low level
- Tackling complex problems that necessitate simultaneous utilization of multiple hardware modules 

or integration of diverse data sources

Natural 
language

Biology

ChemistryComputer 
programming



Overview of the system architecture
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Web search for synthesis planning
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Figure: Agent’s capabilities in the synthesis planning task. A. Ibuprofen synthesis. B. Aspirin
synthesis. C. Suzuki reaction mechanism study, where the Agent had to choose how to study the
mechanism. D. Aspartame synthesis.

Prompt "Synthesize ibuprofen"
- search internet to fetch necessary details for the 

internet

  - Friedel-Crafts reaction between isobutylbenzene and 
acetic anhydride catalyzed by aluminum chloride

  -   Requests documents for the Friedel-Crafts reaction



Web search for synthesis planning
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Figure: Agent’s capabilities in the synthesis planning task. A. Ibuprofen synthesis. B. Aspirin
synthesis. C. Suzuki reaction mechanism study, where the Agent had to choose how to study the
mechanism. D. Aspartame synthesis.

- Generated plan can have missing 
information requiring correction

- Hight temperature parameter cab results in 
volatility

- Model performance can be improved by 
connecting chemical reaction database

- Accessing system's previous statements



Vector search for document retrieval
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Mastering Automation: multi-instrument systems
controlled by natural language
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A. Overview of 
the Agent’s 
configuration. 

B-E. Drawing 
geometrical 
figures
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F. The Agent 
solves a color 
identification 

problem 
using UV-Vis 

data.
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- The Agent has high reasoning capabilities

- The Agent shows interesting approach to key scientific problems.

- Safety implications of the developed approach.

Discussion



Paper 4
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A Survey on Large Language Model based Autonomous Agents

Presenters
Ali Zafar Sadiq (mzw2cu)

Minjae Kwon (hbt9su)
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Presenter
Ali Zafar Sadiq (mzw2cu)

Paper 4
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This survey is a systematic review  for existing studies in the field of LLM-based agents and Focuses 
on three aspects:

* Agent construction
* Application, and
* Evaluation

Overview
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LLM-based Autonomous Agent Construction
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Profiling Module
The profiling module aims to indicate the profiles of the agent roles, which are
usually written into the prompt to influence the LLM behaviors.

Profile Contents:
• basic information such as age, gender, and career
• psychology information, reflecting the personalities of the agents
• social information, detailing the relationships between agents

Generation Strategies:
• Handcrafting Method : Agent profiles are manually specified.

For instance, if one would like to design agents with different personalities, 
he can use ”you are an outgoing person” or ”you are an introverted person” to 
profile the agent.

• LLM-generation Method: Agent profiles are automatically generated based on 
LLMs. Typically, it begins by indicating the profile generation rules, elucidating 
the composition and attributes of the agent profiles
within the target population.

• Dataset Alignment Method : Here, agent profiles are obtained from real-
world datasets. 
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Memory Module

Memory Module:
The memory module can help the agent to accumulate experiences, self-evolve,
and behave in a more consistent, reasonable, and effective manner.

Memory Structures:

Unified Memory: It simulates the human short-term memory
• usually realized by in-context learning, and
• the memory information is directly written into the prompts

Hybrid Memory: This structure explicitly models the human short-term and long-
term memories.
• short-term memory temporarily buffers recent perceptions
• long-term memory consolidates important information over time
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Memory Module

Memory Formats:

• Natural Languages: 
In this format, memory information are directly described using raw
natural language.

• Embeddings: In this format, memory information is encoded into
embedding vectors. It enhance the memory retrieval and reading efficiency.

• Databases: In this format, memory information is stored in databases, allowing 
the agent to manipulate memories efficiently and comprehensively

• Structured Lists: In this format, memory information is organized into
lists, and the semantic of memory can be conveyed in an efficient and
concise manner.
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Memory Module

Memory Operations:

• Memory Reading: The objective of memory reading is to extract
meaningful information from memory to enhance the agent’s actions.
For example, using the previously successful actions to achieve similar
goals. The following equation from existing literature for memory information
extraction.

• Memory Writing: The purpose of memory writing is to store
information about the perceived environment in memory. there are two
potential problems that should be carefully addressed a) Memory Duplicated 
and b) Memory Overflow

• Memory Reflection:
To independently summarize and infer more abstract,
complex and high-level information.
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Planning Module

Planning Module:

The planning module aims to empower the agents 
with human capability of deconstructing a
task into subtasks, which is expected to make the 
agent behave more reasonably, powerfully,
and reliably.

Planning without Feedback:
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Planning Module

Planning Module:
• Planning with Feedback: To tackle complex human tasks, individual

agents may iteratively make and revise their plans based on external
feedback.

• Environmental Feedback: This feedback is obtained from the
objective world or virtual environment.

• Human Feedback: Directly Interacting with humans is also a very
intuitive strategy to enhance the agent planning capability.

• Model Feedback: Apart from the aforementioned environmental and
human feedback, which are external signals, researchers have also
investigated the utilization of internal feedback from the agents
themselves.
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Action Module

Action Module: The action module is responsible for translating the agent’s
decisions into specific outcomes.

Action goal: what are the intended outcomes of the actions?
• Task Completion, Communication and Exploration

Action Production: what are the intended outcomes of the actions?

• Action via Memory Recollection:
In this strategy, the action is generated by extracting information from the agent
memory according to the current task. The task and the extracted memories are
used as prompts to trigger the agent actions.

• Action via Plan Following In this strategy, the agent takes actions
following its pre-generated plan.
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Action Module

Action space: what are the available actions?

• External Tools: API, Databases Knowledge Bases, External Models.

• Internal Knowledge: Planning Capability, Conversation
Capability and Common Sense Understanding Capability.

Action impact: what are the consequences of the actions?

• Changing Environments: Agents can directly alter environment states
by actions, such as moving their positions, collecting items, constructing
buildings, etc

• Altering Internal States: Actions taken by the agent can also change
the agent itself, including updating memories, forming new plans,
acquiring novel knowledge, and more.

• Triggering New Actions: In the task completion process, one agent
action can be triggered by another one.

•
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Presenter
Minjae Kwon (hbt9su)
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Agent Capability Acquisition

Lack software such as task-specific skills, and experiences !
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Capability Acquisition with Fine-tuning

1. Human Annotated Datasets: CoH, WebShop, 
EduChat, SWIFTSAGE

2. LLM Generated Datasets: ToolBench, SandBox

3. Real World Datasets: MIND2WEB
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Capability Acquisition without Fine-tuning

1. Prompt Engineering: Social AGI, Retroformer, 
CoT, CoT-SC, ToT, GoT.

Retrospection
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Mechanism Engineering

(1) Trial-and-error: RAH, DEPS, RoCo, PREFER

Take Action, Get Feedback
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Mechanism Engineering

(2) Crowd-sourcing

Debate, Reach Consensus
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Mechanism Engineering

(3) Experience Accumulation: GITM, Voyager, AppAgent, 
MemPrompt

Exploration, Use Memory
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Mechanism Engineering

(4) Self-driven Evolution: LMA3, SALLM-MS, CLMTWA, NLSOM

Set Goals for Themselves. Self-Motivation
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LLM-based Autonomous Agent Application
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LLM-based Autonomous Agent Application
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LLM-based Autonomous Agent Application
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LLM-based Autonomous Agent Evaluation

• Subjective Evaluation
o Human Annotation
o Turing Test
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LLM-based Autonomous Agent Evaluation

• Objective Evaluation
o Metrics: 1) Task success metrics 2) Human similarity metrics 3) Efficiency metrics
o Protocols: 1) Real-world simulation 2) Social evaluation 3) Multi-task evaluation 4) 

Software testing
o Benchmarks: ALFWorld, IGLU, Mincraft, AgentBench, SocKet, AgentSims, WebShop, 

ToolBench
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Challenges

1. Role-Playing Capability: program coder, researcher, chemist

2. Generalized Human Alignment: allow an agent to plan for making a bomb

3. Prompt Robustness: Prompt for one module influence others, memory and planning module

4. Hallucination: Human correction feedback

5. Knowledge Boundary: simulating human behavior, it's important LLMs has no knowledge 
exceeding user's knowledge

6. Efficiency: Autoregressive -> slow inference
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Bringing it all together: the Agent's integrated chemical 
experiment design and execution capabilities

• Source plate: reagents, 
e.g., phenyl acetylene and 
phenylboronic acid

• Target plate is installed on 
the heater-shaker module

• The Agent's goal is to 
design a protocol to 
perform Suzuki and 
Sonogashira reactions

• A. Overview of the 
Agent’s configuration.

• B. Available compounds.

• C. Liquid handler setup.
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Medical Advice Medical Note Taking
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Answering problems from U.S. Medical Licensing Examination (USMLE
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Curbside Consult


